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The objective of our AFOSR program was and is to work toward the development of aluminum cluster-containing materials for propulsion applications. This constitutes the Final Report for our first cycle of funding under grant award number, FA95500810161. FA9 550-05-I-*2O 0 P Aluminum particles are often ingredients in modem solid fuel propellants, with some compositions containing as much as 22% aluminum in the form of 50 -100 lim diameter aluminum particles. Not surprisingly, combustion reactions between these particles and their cofuel(s) are significantly influenced by particle surface areas and other interfacial effects. Burning rates could presumably be improved by using smaller aluminum particles, but efforts in this direction have been impeded by the strong tendency of ultra-small aluminum particles to oxidize.
Below diameters of-30 nm, for example, nominally pure aluminum particles are typically found to have oxidized to mostly aluminum oxide, i.e., only a small core of unreacted aluminum metal survives within an alumina "overcoat". Aluminum nanoparticles are incredibly reactive! An ideal aluminum-containing solid fuel would be composed of extremely small, unoxidized aluminum clusters, evenly dispersed amongst its co-fuel molecules, so that the combustion reaction could proceed almost homogeneously rather than heterogeneously. Also, an ideal fuel would have to release substantial amounts of energy and copious quantities of gaseous combustion products.
Our efforts toward identifying such materials have focused on four distinct approaches.
In one, we concentrated on studying covalent aluminum-containing molecular/cluster units, especially novel aluminum hydride clusters/molecules. In another, we investigated the reactivity of aluminum cluster anions. In the third, we and our collaborators explored synthesizing derivatives of aluminum hydride clusters/molecules. And in the fourth, we have explored the prospects of making prototypical salt "molecules", composed of cations and aluminumcontaining cluster anions. After describing how we conducted our experiments, we will first 0 0 summarize our work with aluminum hydride systems, then describe our work studying aluminum cluster anion reactivity and synthesis, and lastly summarize our studies with ionic aluminum cluster-containing salts.
Our primary experimental protocol involved utilizing specialized cluster anion sources for generating the species of interest, mass spectrometry for identifying and mass-selecting them, and anion photoelectron spectroscopy for determining electronic information about a given cluster anion's corresponding neutral. Negative ion photoelectron (photodetachment) spectroscopy is conducted by crossing a mass-selected, cluster anion beam with a fixedfrequency photon beam and energy-analyzing the resultant photodetached electrons.
Photodetachment of an electron from an anion accesses the vibronic states of its neutral counterpart at the structure of that anion. Within this condition, the photoelectron spectrum of an anion thus provides the electronic state splittings of its corresponding neutral along with the electron affinity value. In our apparatus, photodetachment is accomplished with a Nd:YAG laser, and electron energy analysis is provided by a magnetic bottle electron energy analyzer." Two main types of sources are used, laser vaporization sources (several variants) and a pulsed arc discharge source (PACIS). In one case, a laser pulse impinges on a target, while in the other case, an electric discharge impinges on a target. In both cases, a pulsed jet of helium is coordinated with the vaporizing pulse. Mass analysis and selection is accomplished with a timeof-flight mass spectrometer.
Aluminum Hydride Clusters/Molecules
During the previous grant cycle, we investigated a wide variety of aluminum hydride clusters/molecules, discovering a whole new family of previously unknown aluminum hydride molecules/clusters. Whereas boron has many hydrides, aluminum had been thought to exhibit only a few. We were able to make and characterize over a hundred, previously unknown aluminum hydride species. Moreover, a considerable number of them exhibit significant stability as reflected in both their measured and calculated HOMO-LUMO gaps. Thus, some of these hydrides may well be candidates as fuels for propulsion applications. Below, we summarize several of our studies with these systems. 
A Generalized Stability Criterion Based on the Shell Model
Using an electronic shell closure criteria, we proposed a new electron counting rule that enables the prediction of the size, composition, and structure of many hitherto unknown, but especially stable clusters consisting of hydrogen and aluminum atoms. The validity of this rule was established through a synergy between anion photoelectron spectra and DFT calculations. Magic clusters, characterized by unusual stability and large HOMO-LUMO gaps, can form the building blocks of clusterassembled materials, and this rule provides a powerful tool with which to search for them. Our paper describing these results has been published in Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 256802 (2007).
We also have results in which (1) very high intensities of aluminum cluster anion, magic number species (n= 13 and 23) were produced as a result of post-annealing, (2) anomalous (H vs. D) isotopic effects were observed in the photoelectron spectra of several aluminum cluster anions, and (3) aluminum cluster anions were generated due to the laser-assisted decomposition of alanates. Each of these three studies will be submitted for publication soon.
AIn-Reactivity Studies
The reactivity of Aln-cluster Our Al.-Reactivity Results
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* Spontaneous reactions with even sizes, n.
anions with various reactants goes to studies. In one, we generated NH 3 Reacts preferentially with n = I I and 12.
aluminum cluster anions in a laser or * Also reacts with other sizes, but more slowly, a pulsed arc source and then added a * With n = 13, its hydride is formed.
reactant gas downstream in a mini-
Cl 2
Reacts spontaneously with all sizes, including n = 13. 
Bulk Synthesis of Aluminum Hydride Derivatives
As part of our collaboration, Dr. Schnoeckel's group has synthesized crystals of A1 4 (PBu 2 ) 6 and A1 4 (PMe 2 )sBr, the first structurally-characterized analogs (derivatives) of A1 4 H 6 . The preparation of these compounds in macroscopic quantities is a milestone in our efforts to make the leap from isolated molecules to real materials, i.e., "from beams to beakers".
Ionic "Molecules" in which their Negatively-Charged Moieties are Aluminum-

Containing Cluster Anions
The cluster anion All 3 is unusually stable for two reasons: it is a 40 valence electron shell model, closed shell species, and it has an icosahedral geometry with one aluminum atom inside the cage. It also has the same electron detachment energy (negative of the electron affinity) as does CL. For that reason, it has been proposed that Al 1 3-might replace CF in ionic molecules, making salt-like "molecules" such as KA1 1 3 , which are actually
..'--the species, K+A]13 " . These species were then envisioned as possible building blocks for extended ionic lattices in macroscopic materials as visualized at left. We have made a
Svariety of these species in beams and taken their photoelectron spectra.
